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			The Diplomats of Solid Sound - What Goes Around Comes Around
				
					
					
				



	
				
						New Albums											 - 					
						
						Electronica & Hip Hop Albums					
			
	
		
			Written by TK		
		  
	
	



Hailing from Iowa City, the Diplomats of Solid Sound are as funky as the movie “Boogie Nights”.

New album “What Goes Around Comes Around” is as good as funk and soul album that you will hear.  In our current age of manufactured music, it is unusual to hear such a creative album that draws upon several music influences.

From the delightful chorus of “Fascination”, the saxophone-infused and soaring vocals of “Jealous”, and the jazzy “No Man Is”, the album packs some serious punch. 

It is a perfect soundtrack to a sunny, Pimms-fueled day in the height of an English summer at an open-air festival.

This may not be everyone’s cup of tea, but there is enough musical variety and creativity to inspire even the most demanding music fan.  Sassy stuff.
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Label: Record Kicks

 

Web:  www.myspace.com/thediplomatsofsolidsound
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			Howler - Back of Your Neck
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													Featured Album of the Week

											
	
			
			VA – Smoove pres: MO’ RECORD KICKS: Act II
		





	  

This latest collection from label Record Kicks is easy on the ear.

If it doesn’t have you dreaming of better days in the snap of a second, there is something wrong with you. This record is an aphrodisiac for the modern workplace.



From "The Young Patter" by the Baker Brothers and "Prophets Bound to Christ" by William Joseph Fowler & the Disciples, DJ Smoove mixes up a storm on record Act II. With the types of sounds that would be at home at a funk club in the funkiest of cities in the funkiest of countries, there is no denying that DJ Smoove is, for want of a better description, a cool cat.

A particularly favourite track of this reviewer is "Rags to Riches" by the Liberators, a fresh afro-funk act hailing from Sydney, Australia. The track is so rich with the sounds of Africa, it is a wonder it was not produced in, ummm, Africa.

The Diplomats of Solid Sound have been on my radar for a while, and so have Lack of Afro. So it does not surprise me that the Lack of Afro remix of the Diplomat’s tune "Give Me One More Chance", is an outright classic.

Similarly to a lot of the new releases from the team at label Record Kicks, this is highly recommended!




Label: Record Kicks 
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